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Wlien ... 
We all sincerely hope that sooner than now seems possible we can 
make a start towards getting back to normal, and although some 
period must elapse before all the things we desire can come into 
being, our designers are busy with their post war plans, so 
look out for the NEW VICTORY MODELS, and meanwhile we 
wish all our friends-both in the Forces and on the Home Front 
• • 
: BESSON i 
: REPAIR SERVICE i 
• • 
e For obvious reasons facilities are limited, • 
• but we are anxious to help our Band • • friends in the matter of REPAIRS and • • • 
e can guarantee the BEST OF SERVICE e 
• • 
: BESSON : : FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, : : MA R BLE A RC H, LON DON, W.2: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
WILLIAM POLLARD 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
11 PARROCK ST., CRAWSIIAWBOOTH 
ROSS END ALE 
J. A. GREENWOOD 
II BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., 295 Rlegent Street, LONDON, W.I Branch : 93 OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER. 
BAND TEACHER AKD ADJUDICATOR 
19 NORTHWOOD ROAD, PRENTON 
BIRKENHEAD 
_____ Telephone: BIRKENHEAD 3264 
J. H. W H I T E  
Composer, Band Teacher and Adjudicator 
198 OLDHAM ROAD, MILES FLATTING 
MANCHESTER 
:!Jllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!:: 
GEO. H. MERCER 
TRUMPET, CORNET, BAND TEACHER 
AND CO�TEST ADJUDICATOR 
Address-
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ON THE SECRET LIST 
Yes! we certainly shall have some great improvements in Band Instruments for you in the coming days of Peace 
FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.2 
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MONA VILLA, BURNGREAVE STREET 
SHEFFIELD 
. TOM EASTWOOD 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
("The Easy Way," by post) 
SOLO CORNET, 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
ALTON HOUSE, BROUGHAM ROAD 
MARSDEN, Near HUDDERSFIELD 
N O E L  T H O RP E  
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
c/o, THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL 
SLAITHWAJTE. near HUDDERSFTET ,D 
GEO. HAWKINS 
BAND TEACHER 
BROADDALES HOUSE, NEWMILNS 
AYRSHIRE 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony by post 
JOHN FAULDS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJ UDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY 
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Open for Concerts au<l. Dernonstrations, 
also Pupils by post or private _.----------------------=-�--,_.,.------------------------------------------------. BAND TEACHER and ADJUDICATOR 
99 HIGH STREET, ABERTRIDWR 
CAERPHILLY, GLAM. 
THE USE 
REPAIRS 
OF REYNOLD 
I INSTRUMENTS BOUGHT FOR I 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, l{ansome & Marles Works' Band 
(Lale Co11duclor, Creswell Colliery and ;:"_jary Brewery 
Bands) 
BAND TEACHER., BAND AND CHORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
Tel. : Ncwarl< 456-7-8-9 
SILVER PLATING & ENGRAVING 
TO THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONS 
MANCHESTER I CASH --�-a�m-� -.er, F!!��!J0���) 
I 
TEACHER AND ADJ UDICATOR 0 R T AKEN IN PA RT EXCHANGE CLIFTON RD., ELWORTH, SANDBACH CHESHIRE 
-------------------...... W. W 0 0 D 
•• 77.Je O/d Rrnr. ,, coNDucToR AND TEACHER Phone : BLACKFRIARS 5530 Yollllg Bands a Speciality 43 SALFORD 
MANCHESTER CHAPEL STREET 
VICTORY PARADES WILL SOON BE ·HERE! 
W O R L D  
FAMOUS 
Thousands of envious eyes were carried away with the workmanship and 
astounding value of the full set of Brass Band Instruments they saw on the 
" M. & H." STALL at Belle Vue Contest. They were on order for the 
ST. HILDA'S BAND 
WE ARE PREPARED TO OFFER YOU THE SAME 
BE PREPARED QUALITY AND SERVICE ORDER Now 
MAYERS & HARRISON Ltd. 207-215 GT.'JACKSON STREET 
Incorporating JOSEPH HIGHAM (�ANCHESTER) and A. V. REYNOLDS LTD. Phone: CENTRAL 3639 (2 lines) MA, N C H EST E R 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
H-:-MUD-=D�I�M�A-N�--
BA:ND TEACHER AND ADJ UDICATOR 
" ASHBURN, " ALLOA 
---J. . B O D D I C E  
SOLO EUPHONIUMIST, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
170 PARK ROAD, WALLSEND-ON-TYNE 
HERBERT BENNETT 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
40 LEVEN STREET, POLLOKSHIELDS 
GLASGOW, S.l. 
Tel. : Queens Park 826 
HAROLD�B-A-RKER 
(Conductor, Dannemora Steel Works, and Eckinglon Band> 
BAND TEACHER AND CONTEST 
ADJUDICATOR 
" SOMERVILLE, " ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR A�D 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass. Military. Orchestra. 
GRIFFIN HOTEL, HALIFAX 
Phone : 361011 
LAURENCE BARKER 
B.B.C.M. 
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of Music 
Correspondence Courses on essential subjects 
for Bandmastership 
Pupils trained for Bandsman's College Examination 
"NEW LUMFORD," BAKEWELL 
DERBYSHIRE 
HARRY MILEMAN 
(Conductor, Scottish C.W.S.) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
S.C.W.S. Head Of!ice-
95 MORRISON STREET, GLASGOW 
2 WRIGHT AND RouNn's BRASS BAND NEws. JANUARY 1, 1945. 
HAROLD MOSS 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists MINOR ADVERTISE�MENTS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. (Bandmastership) 
Musical Director, Creswell Colliery l3and 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
2� r1ords 1/6. Sd. for each addltio1ia! 10 words. Remittances must accompany adver­tisement, and reach us by 24th of the month. For Box address at our Office count si! words, and add 3d. for forwarding of replies. This rate does not apply to Trade Adv13rt11. 
(Coach for Diploma Exams., etc., by post) r o CONTEST SECRETARIES. - Free advertisement 
Successes in various Grades of the B.C.M. is given in the " BRASS BAND NEWS " of 
Examinations including Bandmastership Contests using Wright & Round's test·pieces. Send full 
5 NEW VILLAGE, CRESvVELL particulars before the 20th of the month to the Editor, 
Near WORKSOP, NOTTS. The 'Brass Band News," 34 Erskine Street, Li·1erpool, 6. ---
C
-
HAS A COOPER ALEXANDER OWEN MEMORIAL FUND. All enquirfos • • should be sent to-Mr. J. CLARKSON, 3 Br�ton 
A M V C M Drive, Worsley, Manchester. • US· • • • Please send your donation, no matter bow small. It will 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR, be greatly appreciated. 
COMPOSER AND ARRANGER BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC. Syllabus of all Life-long experience Brass, Military, Orchestral examinations can be had from the secretary-Mr. H, 
and Choral COLLIER, 13 Montrose Avenue, Stretford, Nr. Manchester. 
Band or Choral Contests Adjudicated who is willing to answer all enquiries and advise, generally. 
19 COLUMBIA STREET, HUTHWAITE HEHBERT BROOKES, lhe celebrated Cornettist (late of NOTTS. Wingates) is now open for engagements as Soloist or 
----------------,..-....,..---- Teacher.-The Library, Parrin Lane, Winton, Manchester. 
WILLIAM FARRALL 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
CHORD PLAYING DEMONSTRATED 
"CORONA," 14 MANOR GROVE, BENTON 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 
Phone : BENTON 61114 
DRAKE RIMMER 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD 
KIRKCALDY 
Phone : KIRKCALDY 2844 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
F.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L.Mus.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
J. H. KICHENSIDE, F.F.S. (Eng.), A.F.L.A. 
Hon. Secretary, National Brass Band Club 
41 MANVILLE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.17 
R SMITH, Solo Comet, Brass .Band Trainer and Adjurucator• • is open to teach or judge anywhere. Terms :­
•Beaumont," Scarborough Road, Muston, Filey, Yorks. 
MONOMARK Service. Permanent London address. Letters re-directed. Confidential. 5/- per annum. Royal 
patranage. Key tags 3 for 1/3. Write BM/MON07G, W.C.l. (2) ( )PEN TO JUDGE Band or Choral Contests.­
T. PICKERING, 28 King Street, Pelaw-on·Tyne. 
There will be 
NO DELAY in the supply of your "Br.ass 
Band News " if you place a regular order 
with Messrs, W. H, SMITH & SONS, LTD., 
at any of their railway bookshlls or branches. (9) 
·QUICKFIT PUBLISHING Co. 
Band Printing & Music Cover Specialis1s 
USE ONLY "CROOKS" OLD ORIGINAL 
VALVE & SLIDE Oil 
Per Is. ld. bottle Postage ld. extra 
11fanascript Paper, Books and Cards 
CLARKES LANE, ROCHDALE. Phone 2788 
CITY OF COVENTRY BAND 
All enquiries to : 
s. T. BENNETT, 
"HALDON," 176 BROOKSIDE AVENUE, 
COVENT R Y. (4) 
J. B. Mayers & Sons 
(THE OLD ORIGINAL) 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 
"CONCORD" BAND INSTRUMENTS 
Author of 0 Viva Voce Questions 
,, for Brass 
Band Examination Candidates 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
ARRANGING efficiently done for Brass Bands. Com· Second-Hand positions harmonised, scored, revised and prepared for 
publication. First class work guaranteed. Fees moderate.- CORNETS Mr. CHAS. A. COOPEH, 19 Columbia Street, Huthwaite. Notts. 
Instruments Reconditioned 
Special Arrangements scored for bands 
Specialist Coach for all Band Diplomas 
Successes include all lower grades, also 
A.B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS. 
Tel. 386 
W. D A W S O N  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
1 PARK A VENUE 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY 
WEST HARTLEPOOL, Co. DURHAM 
B B.C.M.'s.-The A.B.C.M. offers opportunities of an • interesting course in musical advancement; as a result 
of which the only two holders of this Diploma have passed at 
lst attempt with high marks. Vacancies now exist for further 
pupils for this Diploma, also B.B.C.M., L.G.S. M., etc. 
At A.O.M.F. Scholarship Exam. the winner obtained 99 out 
of 100 marks for Theory. Vacancies for pupils for next exam. 
Particulars-ALFHED ASHPOLE, Bishop's Stortford. f 
W ANTED.-Solo Euphonium, h-flat Bass, 2nd Trombone and Flugcl Horn players for v. rll·known broadcasting 
Colliery l3and. Good work fonnd. Cornet players may also 
Eb SOUSAPHONE 
(Plated) 
A CLARINET 
BASSOONS 
24" CHINESE GONG 
BBb BASSES 
Bb TENOR TROMBONE 
(Valve) 
BASS CLARINET 
CONCERT FLUTES 
BASS DRUM 
DRUMS, BUGLES, TRUMPETS 
For Cadet and A.T.C. Bands. 
J. M. HINCHLIFFE 
Euphonium Soloist (late Black Dyke ; Besses) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
56 NEWTON STREET, HYDE 
CHESHIRE . 
!:
pply.-Box No. J9,1, o/o. B.B.N., 34 Erskine St., L'pool, G. 
U B.C.M. November, 1944, Examination. Two pupils REPAIRS U. entered, both passed the Diploma. Vacancies for keen :: SILVER-PLATING FITTINGS 
------------�·. 
F R E D  R O G A N  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ALDERSYDE," DARVEL, SCOTLAND 
J. H. PEARSON 
BAND TEACHER 
"AVONDALE," 94 GROVE LANE 
TIMPERLEY, CHESHIRE 
ALBERT S. GRANT 
A.B.C.M., B.B.C.M' 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of Music 
Postal Lessons a Feature 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ROYSTONA,"LONG LANE, SHIREBROOK 
Nr. MANSFIELD, NOTIS. 
CHARLES ANDERSON 
(" O.R.B."-Qmtest March) 
Fully experienced Soloiet 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
158 COPPICE STREET,, OLDHAM 
pupils now.-ALFRED ASHPOLE, Bishop's Stortford. 
BESSON I�TERNATIONAL TRUMPET wanted, top 6 SOUTHERN STREET, Liverpool Rd. price paid. Must be in uerfect ooudition. Other lead· MA ing makes considered. Everything arranged by post.-Box 224 NCH ESTER 3 (Our only address) 
.
c/o. B.B.N., 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 6. 
W ANTED.-SOLO CORNET Player, also SOLO TROM- BRISTOL ST. JOHN AMBULANCE BAND BONE. Suitable colliery work found. Application 
to be sent to Mr. W. GREEN, 24 Albert Road, Goldthorpe, 
nr. Rotherham, Yorks. 
J HOLMES, Trombone Soloist, late Brigbouse and Rastrick, t • and Barton Hall Works Bands, is now open for position 
as Soloist with first-class hand, Brass, i\!i1itary, or Orchestral 
Apply 19 Borough Avenue, Pendlebury, near Manchester. 
HOLMBRIDGE CONTEST COMMITTEE.-The First Ammal QUARTETTE Contest will be held in the 
Parish Hall, Holmbridge, Saturday, February 3rd, 1945. 
Adjudicator : Mr. Noel Thorpe. Prizes : Challenge Cup and 
£5, £3, £2, and £1. Contest to commence 6-0 p.m. Entrance 
fee, 4/·. Closing date, January 3lst. Schedules from the 
Secretary, D. BROADHEAD, 1'.ew Tree, Holmbridge, Hudders· 
field. 
WOODS Be co. 
(Proprietor: G1to. HALCROW) 
MILITARY, BRASS AND DANCE BAND 
INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS 
FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES 
176 Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT OF THEIR 
ANNUAL CONTEST 
TO BE HELD ON 
Saturday, February IOth, 1945 in the 
CENTRAL HALL, OLD MARKET ST. 
BAND SECHETARIES PLEASE KOTE 
Adjudicators : Messrs. Eric Ball and J. A. Greenwood. Section 
1, BOYS' SOLO. Entry 2/·. lst, Cup, Medal and £1 · 2nd 
15/-; 3rd, 10/-. Section 2. AIH VARIE' (own choicei' 
Entry 2/6 . . lst, Cup, 11'1.edal, and £1 10s. Od. ; 2nd, £1 ; 3rd,' 15/·. Sectwn 3. DUEf OPEN (own choice), any 2 Instru· 
ments. Entry 4/·. lst, 2 Cups, 2 Medals,and £2; 2nd, £1 J 0/-. 
3rd, 15/-. Section 4. 2nd SECTION QUARTETTE (any 
W. & R Quartette). Entry 5}6. lst, Cup, 5 Medals, and 
£2; 2nd, £1 10s. Od ; 3rd, £1. Section 5. OPEN QUAR· 
T E  T T  E (Own Choice). Entry lOJG. lst Cup 
5 Medals, and £10; �nd, £5; 3rd, £t. Section 6. GHAND 
OPEN OCTETTE. Own choice from "May Day," "Happy 
Memories," "Over the Hills," by Mr. J. A. Greenwood (all 
· W. & R.). En�y 15/·. l� Cup, 9 Medals, and £15 ; 2nd, 
£10. All enqumes to Band Sergt. Sec., A. E. ALLEN 17 Elton 
CORRESPONDENCE 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "BRASS BAND NEWS." 
" WHAT OF THE FUTURE " 
DEAR Srn,-Despite the many calls made by 
the war upon time and thought we should still 
be eager and able to think of the future and to 
plan for a " new order " that will better the old. 
What matters most to bands is musical educa­
tion which is brought about by contesting. We 
have to admit that bands generally work in the 
dark and by the rule of thumb because there are 
very few to light the lamp of knowledge for 
them. 
There was a time when Messrs. Owen, Glad­
ney, Swift, Rimmer, Gray, Renshaw, Halliwell, 
Greenwood and others used to visit bands and 
keep them fit and full of vitality and musical 
health. There was nothing like a visit from 
these teachers, it gave both bands and sup­
porters greater enthusiasm and I have known 
supporters dig deep down into their pockets and 
give donations whicn have far exceeded the fee 
charged by the professional, and left a nice 
balance towards the band funds. 
. Band Associations have for some years been disturbed by the apparent lack of interest on 
the part of ban\ls generally. 
These Associations have, like Topsy, "Just 
growed," but unlike Topsy have not growed in 
o_ne piec�. �he result is a labyrinth of regula­
t10ns which 1s anathema to the officials and a 
bewilderment to its members. The aim of every 
organization, is, or should be, to provide for 
bandsmen the means of living a fuller life by 
competition. 
I �pe that no time will be lost in putting 
mto effect whatever change of programme the 
circumstances of the war may dictate. 
A necessary corollary of all this is that men 
of character, of vigour, and of vision, should b• 
given the chance to direct brass bands and 
contesting. Such men are needed to face the 
coming years. There will be many difficulties 
to overcome in getting back to normal activity, 
but there will be no less great opportunities for 
raising brass bands to a position of such emin­
ence and power as they have never before known. 
I prefer to be optimistic and to think that the 
lessons of the years following the last war have 
been learned and that we shall see a period of 
great activity in the contest field which will 
give full scope for the energy of those on whom 
the charge is laid. 
Yours faithfully, 
"OBERON." 
BROADCASTING, ETC. 
Dear Sir,-To put back time to make progress 
is an unusual procedure. The majority of the 
present-day bandsmen do not know real con­
testing. A couple of trips to Belle Vue and 
one to London has been the vogue for a few years, 
where, in my heyday, it was nearly every week­
end from Easter to October. 
In 1909 over 200 contests took place (I com­
peted at 18). All the contesting bands had three 
rehearsals per week, professional tuition and keen 
bandsmen, jealous of their own band's reputa­
tion. I wonder how many bands are doing 
this now. In those days bandsmen were made. 
Get back the little contests (and let the big ones 
look after themselves) and the interest will 
return. Where would Football interest be if 
only two or three matches a year took place ? 
I 
DEAR Srn,-I was very interested in the 
article in the " Radio Times " written by �fr. H. 
Mortimer. One can readily appreciate the 
enthusiasm and the work that is being done, but 
on the other hand some of the statements made 
are rather surprising coming from one who we 
all know owes his career to the Brass Band 
l\Iovcment. 
First of all I wish to point out to Mr. Mortimer 
that the radio is not or does not give a true 
reproduction of a Brass Band. Further to his 
statement, "exit the Blowhards " surely he is 
not wanting us to believe that the Brass Band 
is only just being developed ; if so, by whom ? 
Brass Bands were displaying the art at its best 
many years ago, yes, before Mr. Mortimer was 
born. Did he ever hear Besses and their 
marvellous pianissimo playing and everything 
else that made the art an incentive to others. 
Black Dyke also left nothing to be desired. 
I have in mind many famous individuals who, 
being brought up in the old school, come under 
the category of "Blowhards." How the Move­
ment would benefit by their presence to-day ! 
There are not more than half a dozen outstanding 
soloists in the movement to-day, and the rest of 
the band is nothing compared to what the inside 
of bands were at the time of the "Blowhards." 
Who were these notorious people whose abilities 
prevented the Movement from being developed ? 
Many names come to my mind-Bowers, 
Jeffreys, Durham, Carter, Scott, Pollard, the 
Allinsons, Lawson, Bowling, Jackson, Paley 
and many, many others of the real old school. 
More recently, one can mention the names of 
Kerry, Firth, Pyatt, the Laycocks, Pinches, 
Code, Snape, Rushworths, Whiteside, Farring­
tons, Cowburn, Moores, Evans, Hilton, Moss 
Bros., and a host of others. 
If it is true that the Brass Band Movement 
needs developing to-day, how is it ? My 
opinion is that it is partly through the music 
that is being published, for some of it is finer 
than the paper it is written on and offers no real.� 
scope. Further as to the teachers. The 
ability in this direction is not good enough . 
Too many think they know and don't, and so 
long as this exists it will not help the Movement. .. 
vVould the Movement benefit by the presence of 
Owen, Swift, Gladney, Rimmer, etc., etc. ? 
Did these men do anything for the Movement? 
Yes, and they left it as Masters and no present-
day doctrine will improve it, not even B.B.C. 
opinions, Chiefs, publishers, etc. 
The Movement will improve when the bands­
men themselves see the light of day and do not 
allow themselves to be led like lambs. The 
Movement belongs to bandsmen everywhere and 
not individuals. 
Yours, "HALEVY." 
OWN CHOICE TEST-PIECE 
DEAR Srn,-May I be permitted to comment 
upon some of the points raised in the corres­
pondence column in your last issue. In the 
first plact"., referring to Own Choice Test-pieces, 
DENIS WRIGHT 
(Mus.Doc.) 
ADJUDICATOR AND CONDUCTOR 
28 BRICKW ALL LANE, RUISLIP 
Telephone 23044 Road, Kingswood, Bristol. ' 
Now regarding music, where is the difference 
between a suite, tone-poem, and say a fantasia ? 
The modern idiom in composing is to have a few 
bars of one section, then ditto on another 
section, clash them one against each other 
SOUTH-WEST LANCASHIRE fulfilled. The Warrington Co-op. Society are a few times, throw in as many discords 
___ to be commended fo:r; encouraging Brass band as possible, don't harmonize or you lose effect, 
I agree with your correspondent that no adjudi­
cator worthy of the name should express any 
preference for the publications of any particular 
house ; he is there to judge the performers on 
the merits of the music they play, not on the 
firm which publishes that music. Own Choice 
Contests, may, or may not, be thincrs of the 
past, but_ it is not for _ any adjudicator "to try to 
impose his personal views and likes and dislikes 
upon the competing bands. My views on this 
would be the same, if, :;ay, Mr. Green-wuod-w:�' 
adjudicating, and awarded all the prizes i 
bands playing W. & R. music, whether th J � deserved them or not. If we must have own 
choice contests, then let us have fair and un-
' 
Phone RUISLIP 2463 MIDDLESEX 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director 
(VICKERS·ARMSTRONGS LIMlTED) 
BARROW SHIPYARD SIL VER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
EDWARD KITTO 
(Conductor, Thornley Colliery. Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
28 HENDERSON A VENUE 
WHEATLEY HILL, Co. DURHAM 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
8 NUTFIELD ROAD, LEICESTER 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Arranger for Brass and Military Bands 
Associated Teacher to the 
Bandsman's College of Music 
57 MICHAEL'S ESTATE, GRIMETHORPE 
BARNSLEY, YORKSHIRE 
A. E. BADRICK 
(Conductor, Carlton Main Frickley Colliery Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
106 OXFORD STREET 
SOUTH ELMSALL, Near PONTEFRACT 
YORKS 
HARRY MORTIMER 
POST OFFICE, ELWORTH, SANDBACH 
CHESHIRE 
Private Address: Trumpet Villa, Saudbach, Cheshire. 
Phone : SANDBACH 28 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone : BACUP 200 
REG. LITTLE 
(Conductor, Cory Brothers Workmen's Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
15 BAILEY STREET, TON PENTRE 
Glam. 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsmen's College of Music 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
SANKEY'S CASTLE WORKS 
WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE 
Phone: 500 Wellin�tcn, Shropshire 
J. D A V I E S  
BAND TEACHER. CONDUCTOR. 
ADJUDICATOR. 
First Class Tuition (any section) 
1 HUYTON ROAD, UPPER EASTVILLE, 
BRISTOL 5 
ROBT. TINDALL 
A.B.C.M., B.B.C.M. (Bandmastership) 
L.R.S.M. (London), A.Mus.V.C.M. 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
(Associated Teacher to lhe Baudsman's 011oge of Music) 
Playing taught personally, Pupils prepared 
for B.C.M. Examinations personally, 
or by correspondence 
1 MELROSE AVENUE, LOW FELL 
GATESHEAD 9, Co. DURHAM 
The bands of this district have not been too performances. 
' 
' get the full band together only in the last few 
successful last season with prize \vinning at Will the New Year see a revival of the Earles- bars, and then a full chord to finish with every 
contests. True we have not many bands in this town Viaduct Band ? �!ways a band of note, note of the scale present. Music, I don't think! 
district, either attached or subsidised by works, man� thmk it was a mista1:'e for them_ to pack In brass band libraries there are hundreds of 
collieries, etc., which seem to have most of the up, if only for the durat10n. I no�1ced Mr. fantasias composed by experts, that are far 
advantages. The most successful appears to I C:Iarry Jones, the_ir Conductor, an mterested better music than any of the new stuff. It is have been Atherton Public, whose record has . listener at _the "".1gan Cont�st. Perhaps _wh�t also fashionable to cry down operatic selections, 
been very consistent, two 3rd and one 4th' he _heard will rekindle a desire to be agam m but every type of band plays these, so why 
proving an appreciative advance on the previous actwn. . . . . should not Brass Bands ? These tunes and 
year. " La Traviata " seems to have suited What IS �t ;hat Bicker�haw Colliery Band arrangements will still be played in the next 
them very well and their Conductor, Mr. Abe hope to attam · After their many s�ccesses at generation. 
Fairclough, being very enthusiastic on this type Belle Vue _and the Palace, many _will wonder. I have just read an article in a weekly paper 
of music, their performances have been full of The_ engagmg of �r. Harry Mortimer �s pro- that bands are making progress and carrying 
rit I hear" La Traviata " has been selected fesswnal teacher will cause some surpnse. Is on in spite of all difficulties. Surprised l Well, fa� the 2nd Section at the forthcoming Leicester the Palace Contest to be revived, and is that m my town we had seven bands rehearsing two 
Contest on Easter Monday. I trust our Lan- their am_bition?. Well, there'� a chance to and three times a week prior to the war. During 
cashire bands will make this a date. iusbfy his appomtment at Leicester Contest. the past two years none of them have had one 
w·gan Boro' failed at Whitefield but made The promoters of the latter event are to be lehearsal, and, to my knowledge, this town is 
ame�ds at Blackpool, where they won 2nd �ongra�u�ated for }h�ir j,�dgment an?- courage not alone. 
· only being beaten by the well-known m decidmg on Liszt as test-piece. The In conclusion, my advice to bands, when we pnze, b d ·n l · h · th· · c.W.S. Band, of Manchester. Mr. Gaskell, hon. an s y.'1 rev� 111 rr earsmg is grai;id piece get back to a sane world, is to get back to days 
secretary, I am informed, intends they shall rise of music, a_nd listeners will hear somethmg they and methods of 1900-1914. Local contests, 
to first-class eminence. Knowing his keenness car: ap:i;>reciate and .ur:dersta�d, and the memory professional tuition, concerts (one band only). 
well, I can quite believe, if his bandsmen are of it will be of lastmg _ durat10n. We have now Get away from the big showmanship-massed 
as enthusiastic, his ambition will be realised. m_any bands that cla_im first class �tatus and bands are never in tune. If "Sub Rosa," 
Pemberton Old have apparently slipped back w1thm reasonable distance,. so this _contest ' Dick O' Tims," or any other of your writers 
a bit. Having done so well in recent years it should prove a battle of giants, particularl_y wishes to agree or otherwise with any of the 
was expected further success would be possible. shoul� Besses, Dyke and Fodens make their foregoing statements, I shall be pleased to enter 
A h their luck appears to have been out war-time debut as Contesters. mto correspondence with them, c/o B.B.N. 
b�f n�wdoubt Mr. J. Fairhurst, conductor, will . It has been hin�ed _ by the Editor _ th'."-t I cut With the best hopes for the future, 
still endeavour to place Pemberton where they it a bit short this time as spac_e is m great I remain, 
d to be at the top demand, so I conclude with hopmg for Peace ONE OF THE OLD BRIGADE. us'.Leigh L�gion also se�med to have struck a and Goodwill'. to all co_ncerned in the welfare 
bad patch. While scoring at every contest of each other m the commg year. SUB ROSA. DEAR Srn,-In recent issues of the B.B.N., 
attended in 1943, nothing has rewarded their � comments and criticisms have appeared con-
efforts at contests in 1944. Luck, 'tis said, TYNESIDE NOTES cerning Brass Band music being cut down to a 
runs in cycles. But something more than luck ___ very fine point. Now I wonder if this is entirely 
should be relied upon and I have no doubt A Happy New Year to the Editor, Staff, due to B.B.C. policy, or is most of the blame 
Mr. Harry Foxwell knows all the elements for Scribes and Readers of the B.B.N. and may we due to Brass Bands themselves? 
success, which I feel sure will be his reward for have that desired Peace soon in the year of 1945. Speaking for myself. I am firmly convinced 
persevering with the many youngsters he has in Blackhall, Crookhall, Harton and vVallsend that Broadcasting Bands have not catered for 
control. He will be very fortunate if he retains Shipyard Bands gave a Massed Band Concert the public taste in the matter of suitable music. 
his brilliant trombone soloist: a lad ·with a bright in the City Hall, Newcastle, under the baton of It is not the opinion of the Brass Band Move­
future ! Mr. Harry Mortimer, and I must offer my con- ment which the B.B.C. will consider, but public 
I hear of Irlam Public showing some activity gratulations to the Conductor and bands for a opinion. 
towards regaining their former place amongst splendid show. The proceeds were in aid of I constantly mix with non-musical friends who 
the best bands of Lancashire. Sunday morning the Royal Infirmary, and I learn that £650 was are interested in Brass Bands, and after they 
rehearsals are being well attended, and when handed over to their funds. have listened to a programme, I have enquired 
engagements are to be had for the asking, Irlam Chopwell Colliery have just held their annual how they liked it; the answer has been invari­
Public will be ready to fulfil any call. Mr. R. meeting and youth is again at the helm of a ably as follows-" I enjoyed ' so-and-so's ' band 
Hesford, who for so many years had led them in young band. The officials of the band are very much, but I wish that they had played 
many successes at contests, is still giving his Secretary, Mr. E. Craggs; Treasurer, Mr. W. something I knew! " I have in mind one 
experience and knowledge as Conductor. McNestry; Chairman, Mr. W. Graham. Their particular friend who does not know a note of 
Cadishead Public also, I hear, will shortly be boys are coming on fine, some of whom are in music, but never misses one Brass Band pro­
putting their bandroom to i:nore prac�ical u�e. the big band. They expect to attend a few gramme whether on the Radio, or within 
My information is that Mr. Jimmy Adair, Chair- contests this year. reasonable distance for travelling, and when I 
man, N. Dale, Hon. Secretary, and Jack Ellison, Mickley Colliery have held their annual meet- have asked how he has enjoyed the band, he 
Conductor, are now getting their heads together, ing. Mr. A. Bell was elected Bandmaster, and has remarked that-" the band ·played excep­
and it may be the band will show their appear- his brother John, Assistant Bandmaster. tionally well, and I enjoyed it very much, but 
ance even before Victory Day. S.H. & W.R. Wallsend Shipyard have been what a terrible programme! " On looking up 
biassed adjudications. 
Regarding the music that was written by the 
old masters of the brass band movement of 
bygone days, I think that it would be a great 
idea and would definitely show us whether the 
bands of to-day compare with their predecessors, 
if some enterprising contest promoter would 
stage a contest" with prizes enough to attract the 
best bands, with one (or more) of these pieces as 
test-piece. In my opinion, however, the diffi­
culty would be that, while the " body " of the 
average band of top class compares favourably 
with the old bands, the " corner-men are not 
on the whole so good." " The Big Three " and 
others used, I believe, to write their music to 
show off the versatility of their great cornet, 
euphomum and trombone players, while the 
inner parts were not of such technical difficulty 
as some of the tone poems of to-day, whatever 
�heir musical merit may be. To quote one 
mstrument, have we any euphonium players 
to-day to compare with such giants as Herbert 
Scott, Phineas Bower, and one or two others ? 
The tone of many of even our best seems to be 
too light, and more like a baritone than a 
euphonium. Trombones, too, do not seem to 
compare with those of the old days and with 
a few exceptions, cornets are the ;ame.' 
It is a big question whether the great men 
of the past generat10n would approve or dis­
approve of the modern music, and no one can 
answer that question. There is no doubt that 
in all forms of music, that which is beincr turned 
out to-day, does not compare in music�J merit 
with the musi� of years gone by, the taste has 
changed, and, 1f we are to move with the times 
we must try, at any rate, to adjust ourselves t� 
this modern stuff ! 
Yours, etc., 
"SOUTHRON." 
DEAR Srn,-I have been interested in the controversy re Modern Test-pieces and the merits of Rimmer, Swift, Owen, etc. 
One point, in my opinion, has been missed. However good the music may be, 75 per cent. of the composers of the modern test-pieces are not convcrsan� with _the idiom of the brass band score and their music 1s transcribed and edited by ot_hers, _and � know definitely of one piece submitted_ m which the trombone part was an impossibility. Where Rimmer & Co. had the advantage was that they knew the capabilities of the bands and arranged accordincrly-they were the expert5. 0 
In reply to Dick-o'-Tims, re the 23 bands at Belle Vue, it was the real love of brass bands that kept t�e 6,000 Ileople listening with such rapt attention to thrs thinly scored effort. Yours faithfully, 
" ESSEXITE." 
Latchford Subscription recently rendered a rather busy, they played for the Home Guard, the items, I have found that it consisted of 
good prograrr:me m 1.he �ar: Hall, _ Warrmgton, I also at the Dedication of a large aircraft carrier works which even I had not heard of. . A/B. _vV. TAYLOR writes: " I have been a 
a packed audience appreciat!Ilg their effort. I_n along with the ship's band. I hear their Now to win public opinion, we must please little ?-1sappomted at failing to hear of the 
the absence of the Conductor, T. S. Holt, who 1s quartette party will travel to Oxford for the the "man in the street," and the only way to do activities of Ancoats Lads' Club Senior Band, of 
on Service, the band were m charge of Mr. W. Championship Contest. this is to. j:llay suitable music and cater more for which I am a member when at home. My 
Rutter, who has generously consented to look i I was sorry to hear that the contest to be non-mus1c:ans. I ��ve befo:c m,: now two father, A. Taylor, who wields the baton, says 
after the conducting un�il Mr. Holt returns. held py the ::\orthumberland Victory League recent copies of the Rad10 Times, and out of that although the ranks have been depleted 
This band appear to be 111 demand, for apart had to be cancelled owing to having a little 44 Brass Band items, only 21 are known to the I owing to call-ups, etc., he has still the nucleus 
from the above, other engagements have been trouble in securing a Hall. :\'ow Secretary g-eneral public, and this mcludes a whole pro- of a bancl and 1s carryincr on till the boys come 
Halcrow, why not a Contest and a Massed Band gramme of Marches and Waltzes. . home _agai�. I also hea� that the Junior Band 
Concert ? Surely a Hall could be found at I do hope that our first class broadcastmg are still domg well and between the two bands HARRY HEYES, I Ashington, Newcastle or Wallsend for a Sunday bands will endeavour to court public favour for they manage to put in some very enjoyabl� 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATOR show. the sake of the I3rass Band l\fovement. If we rehearsals. Un[ortunatcly, I myself am' Some-
c/o. GEORGE AND DRAGON HOTEL I I have heard a rumour that two well-kno wn are to hold our own with the Broadcasting. where at Sea' and unable to have a blow at the 
COLESHILL, Near BIRMINGHA.M conductors are likely to leave the north early Orchestras, ctc;, it will only be through the I old tenor horn,. but thanks to the B.B.N. I 
\il/ARWICKSHlH.E m the New Year. I hope this is not true, for 1· weight of public opm10n. \ n:ami.gc to keep m touch with brass band activi-
Tel. : CoLESHILL 2249 we can ill afford to lose any. P;::;:TRO:\'IUS. Yours truly, A. ECHALL. ties." 
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CONCORDS AND DISCORDS CO-OP. writes : " Once again the Notts. J assisted in any way whatever, for their uni.irin" / OXFORD AND DISTRICT 
RUSHWORTH'S I 
OFFER 
A LIM I TED NUMBER OF ' TAX F REE ' 
SECO N D-H A N D  
* B A N D 
I N STRU M ENTS 
Re-conditioned in our own Workshops 
LIKE ALL GOOD THINGS TO•DAY, * BAN D  I NSTRUMENTS ARE SCARCE. 
BUT RUSHWORTH'S TRADITIONAL 
PRESTIGE AND COMPREHENSIVE 
SERVICE FACILITIES CONTIN U E  
TO PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE 
VALUES -----
R U S H W O R T H  
& D R E A P E R  
1 1-17 ISLINGTON - LIVERPOOL 3 
j Co.·op. Silver Band has had lo tight for it:; very 1 efforts o!1 his behalf. I have spent many happ; __ _ 1 BARROVIA:::-J writes . " The Tnnior Slow C)..islencc, but, thanks to greater mtcrcst now years with our unfortunate fnencl who was in I·I G d b cl 
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ewe )'aracle. A farewell 
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� 'fQ Mr. T. F. ATKINSO�, secretary of the York- finally we hope all ba
nds in 1945 will have a these books . . I have been,muc.h :oncerned lately am pleased to note that Mr. Bradbur is �till Er ass .a>and .R'5eW s shire Brass Band Championship Festival, writes: prosperous season in store." about the o��nary pe�son Is �P11110� of local, band with them on the bass end, he is a rower of 
JANUARY, 1 945 . 
ACCIDENTALS 
To all our readers at home and abroad we 
send our heartiest greetings and wishes for a 
Happy and Prosperous New Year ; may it 
bring peace and a return to normal life for us all 
* * * 
We take this opportunity of sending our 
sincere thanks once again to all our faithful 
readers and correspondents who have continued 
to support us through another troublesome year. 
We are glad we have been able to continue 
publishing the B.B.N. throughout the war years, 
but freely acknowledge that we could not have 
done so without the support of our friends. 
Many. thanks, gentlemen, may you be long 
spared to carry on the good work. 
----�----
CL YD ES IDE NOTES 
" We are hoping to hold the above Festival in � � � � 
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�� 
will be held in two sections. Prize money of peace and prosperity." 
hear some of your opmwns, readers, I should learn that entries for tl · t 
p 
Q . rt tt 
£130 is to be awarded. Further details will be � � � � 
�ke �o k�ow what it is like in other parts of the Contest are coming in wel��ir tif::ca is ju�� t�m: 
announced later."  YOU�G TROTTER writes : " Judging by 
oun ry. for late entries, as the closing elate is January 
� � � � the comments I have heard and read, Harry � 6th. Don't be late, gentlemen ! PIU VIVO. 
DEFIANT writes : " The Seo ttish C.W.S Mortimer seems to have slipped up badly in his WESSEX NOTES �----
Band continue to win admirers wherever they article in the ' Radio Times.' To say the least CENTRAL SCOTLAND 
play and their broadcast programmes have of it, it is an insult to the pioneers of the brass My reference to the Wessex Associaton, in 
recently brought forth great praise from widely band movement to describe them as ' blow- last month's issue, has certainly stirred a hornet's 
sca.ttered parts. They will be playing again in hards,' and I am surprised that he should have nest, and there appears to be a geo,eral wish that 
the Forces programme at 10 a.m. on Thursday, descended to the level of the ' gutter press ' who a central body should soon endeavour to get 
1 8th January. If all goes well, next season is annually used to refer to the Championship together to appoint what may be termed a 
going to be a very busy one and bandsmen in Contests at Belle Vue and Crystal Palace as 'Nar-time Committee to begin to discuss the 
various parts of Britain will be able to hear this ' The Big Blow. '  From what I can hear, Harry post-war possibilities of the Association. I am 
famous combination. Mr. H. Milcman is has dropped in the estimation of many bands- certainly out for a better musical status among 
endeavouring to bring the very high standard men. That was a good letter from Proletarian our bands after the war. Now is the time to 
of pre-war days back again to S.C.W.S. and in last issue. I noticed that Denis vVright had " put your house in order. "  Under normal 
next year's performances will show the result. " been throwing his weight about at Edinburgh conditions our area (one is reluctant to say this) 
� � � � on the subject of modern test-pieces. I wonder is sadly behind in general improvement, occa-
I would like to wish a Happy and Prosperous 
New Year to all connected with the Band Move­
ment and especially to the Editor and Staff 
of_ the B.B.N. who have so well kept us in touch 
with one another during · these last trying five 
years. vVe should never lose sight of the fact 
that the B.B.N. first sowed the seed of bands 
throughout the country, and has continued to 
this clay, and I earnestly hope will continue for 
many years to come. 
WAKDERER writes : " Bolton Borough what business it is of his what the bands play. sioned possibly through the lack of first class 
Band are steadily maintaining good attend- It was an own choice contest, and unless words works bands, but what has made, or done more 
ances at their rehearsals each Sunday morning have lost their original meaning, that means for the brass band world, in our area at anyrate, 
As I write 1.hese notes the old year is drawing and usually one finds the members very well that the bands can choose for themselves what than the keen enthusiastic village bands ? All 
Tapiclly to its close, and already plans arc being interested, through Mr. Hughes and his particu- they play. Anyhow, an adjudicator is engaged honour to them ! Surely there are members of 
prepared for 1945 in the sure hope that peace, Jar method of teaching. Although many of to judge the playing of the bands and not to the Executive of the Wessex capable of thinking 
with victory, will come in the New Year. 1.hem have to travel to these rehearsals, never- criticise the choice of pieces .  That letter from this over, and making an endeavour to get 
Without a doubt 1944 was a distinct improve- thcless a keenness is in evidence to bring the A. vV. Truman is scarcely worth noticing, as I things moving ! What about it ? Think and 
ment on any of the other war years, because Boro' back to its old standard of playing, which thought it would be obvious to bandsmen that act ! I am sure your hard-working secretary, 
more and more bands seemed determined to under present conditions is not easy. My best when I said ' superior, ' I meant ' as brass band Mr. A. F. Southey, now in the Forces, would 
emerge from their enforced obscurity, with the wishes to you all in this respect. Dobson's pieces. '  In any case, the question of whether be very happy and grateful to return to his old 
result that the three major contests held were Band, also under Mr. Hughes, gave a concert for one composer's work is better than another, is love knowing things were moving ! Are Mr. 
keenly contested indeed, and the quartette a deserving cause, and this I am pleased to purely a matter of opinion, and A.W.T. is Hifixman and 1VIr. Lawrence of Salisbury, and 
...4 mtests which followed were straws which report was a success in every way. The general entitled to his, as I am to mine. If you hear a Mr. Spencer, the Association Chairman (pre-war) 
s110wed how the wind was blowing. Now that's playing was good and you arc to be commended piece 20 times at a contest as I have done with still residing in the Salisbury area ? If so, that 
all to the good and I hope many more bands will on your efforts. Concerts in the works, I may several of them, I should think that would be would be quite a sufficient number to meet in 
not wait on the formal declaration of peace add, are looked forward to each week. Rehearsals enough to enable you to say whether you liked Salisbury to set the ball rolling. Do your best 
before taking clown the shutters and getting the also continue to give every satisfaction to those it or not. I have played them too, and even my friends or it will be a most difficult job to 
I hope my district readers read the suggestions 
put forth so ably by " Loch Lomond " for the 
Association to celebrate its Jubilee and hope the 
Association will do something. I have often 
wondered if th:y co�ld not arrange (yearly­
say one year m Edmburgh and the next in 
Glasgow) for an annual social amongst bands­
men and officials ; this, I feel sure would cement 
the good fellowship amongst all bands and 
bring them closer together. I trust they will 
consider this. 
The two Quartette Contests held recently­
Glasgow and �hotts-were very �ucq��ful and 
I hope we may have more of them during the 
winter months. The trombones seemed to take 
on at both contests. There are other combina­
tions that have not been tried yet which perhaps 
some of the bands might wish to try, e.g., 
soprano, flugel, trombone and Eb bass two 
baritones, euphonium and Eb bass (this is 
far and away better to listen to than four basses) . 
One of the best quartettcs I ever heard was two 
tenor trombones, baritone and Eb bass. They 
used to play the beautiful " Remembrance," by 
H. Round, and won a lot of prizes. They were 
very good players and beautifully balanced. I 
believe it was arranged a third higher for them. 
stock renewed and replaced so that prospective able to attend." that has not given me a liking for them-rather pick up the reins after the war. 
customers may know that nothing stale will be � � � � the reverse. It is plain to see what is behind Yeovil S .A. Band were favoured with a visit 
on offer from their premises. Glasgow and REPO this craze for modern test-pieces and I wonder from Colonel 
Goldsmith from International 
' RTER writes : " The townspeople of 
Edinburgh Charities Associations, and the H h . 11 · how long the band world is going to put up with Headquarters, and during the week-encl at two ors am w1 have noticed how well the Borough 
Parent Association carried on the good work by s ·i B d . 1 f it. It's no use anyone saying these pieces are sp
ecial festivals featured quite a number of the i ver an , ma111 y consisting o very young 
running their contests as usual, and all three players who have learned to play instruments intended to improve the
 musical taste of the Colonel's own compositions. As I said last 
were patronised satisfactorily by bands and during the war period, have progressed under bands and en
hance their status amongst educa- month, this band is a pleasure to listen to. They 
public, proving the demand is there waiting to the direction of Mr. E. W. Miles. The initiation ted musicians. If the pieces a
re such fine music have trained youngsters. A late note gives me 
be exploited. The quartette contests sponsored of the boys into band performances is one of the and so good for the
 bands can anyone tell me the sad news that one of their bandsmen, 
by Parkhead Forge and Shotts R.C. can only most interesting of youth activities. For Mr. why the bands never play them u
nless they have Bramwell vVright, has been killed in action in 
be described as wholly successful from every M
.
l · to ? And now what about this other craze that Italy. To his relative
s and the Yeovil Band we 
r i es, assisted by several experienced playing point of view, so I hope other bodies will now members of the band, many months of patient has struck the bands lately-this cr
aze for extend our deep sympathy. 
SANDY McSCOTTIE.  
---=--�----
ESSEX NOTES 
·continue the good work before the end of the · · Massed Band Concerts ? Haven't the bands I was pleased 
to get news that Kennet Vale, ., trammg are now showing a reward in the nucleus I t ·11 b · 
winter, and so provide that means of bridging i:?:ot sufficient confidence in themselves to give under Bandmaster Sprules, have restarted. This 
expec many w1 e anx10us about the 
of a fine band, and their public performances at � Hom G cl " t d cl " I the usually dull and unproductive off-season a concert without being bolstered up by two band were very keen members of the Associa-
c uar s an own. wonder how 
the bandstands in the Carfax and in the Park � b d ·11 f 
when so much valuable time is lost and seldom or three other bands ? I have heard a few of tion, and with a class of learners (well done, 
many an s Wl emrerge rom it. I went to 
throughout the summer have given great the Parade ·n H cl p k cl 1 quite ree:ained. I often wonder why the S.A.B.A. them on the wireless, and ' My hat ! ' What a Mr. Sprules) are lookine: forward to the future. 
1 Y e ar an was p eased to 
� pleasure . On Saturday, December 9th, the band � h E H G B d d does not enter this field, which seems ready for noise ! Don't the conductors realise that the Marlborough Town have also weathered the ear an ' ssex · · an , an it was really gave a concert at the Friends' Meeting House, <YOOd F 11 bra b t 36 F cultivation. I hope that question will ·be first thing necessary is to get the bands in tune storm, and are still maintaining a small band. o · u ss, a ou . rom their Horsham. It was composed mainly of solos, � � fi h I th" k "t th 60th E raised at the annual meeting of the S .A.B.A. with each other ? By the way, A.W.T.'s i"ibe That's the spirit ! as es 111 1 was e ssex H.G. ; they quartettes, and selections by the junior members pl d ll p h "f th" The time for these annual meetings is looming f h b at Besses is rather ill-timed. \Vhen did Foclen's More news from Villae:e Bands ! \Ve lift our aye we · er aps 1 is meets the eye of o t e and. These lads put up a remarkable � b I ·11 ·t .ahead so preparation should now be under way. last contest ? The last ti;ne I heard them on hats to these e:entlemen ! Kine:sbury Episcopi, any mem er le w1 wn e me and let me know show, and did great credit to the untiring efforts � � h t th · t d The Charities Associations will lead the way f Mr the wireless they were very orclinary-anythine: Langport, and Curry Rivel all did duty on w a ey are gomg o o. o . . E .  W. Miles, who has once aizain proved � I t t b · Id this month, followed by the key meetiniz of the � but first class. Some people ask me why Remembrance Sunday, even amalizamating. ns rumen s are e111g so , and now is the � his great worth to the band movement and � h f b cl 
-narent body the first Saturday of February. · ll Besses don't broadcast. 'vVell, I have no idea, A note also e:ives me t
he news that Beaminster, c ance or some an s to get bargains ! " especia y to the youthful community; long may � It t t N h When information and details of these meetings h 
� but one of my correspondents who sie:ns him- since they restarted a few months ago, have .may seem s range o ort country bands e carry on this good work." � b t th S th X 1 · 
come to hand from Mr. Alexander they will be self ' Wellwisher ' of Manchester, suggests that really put a spurt on from a financial point of 
u 111 e ou , mas P ay111<Y had already 
passed on via this column. And remember the � � � � it is a question of fee, and if so, I don't blame view, and cleared their debt of nearly £200. 
started in the early part of Dece�ber. I have 
Jubilee Celebrations-the high light of 1 945. EDGE HILL writes : " I  would like to say a them. They won't make themselves cheap , What a stalwart their secretary, Mr. C. Green- j
ust heard a Salv.ation Army Band playing 
The form and extent of these celebrations are word or 1.wo in reference to ' Sub Rosa's ' if others do. He also says that some sort of ham, is. Well clone, Beaminster. 
carols, and very mce they sounded. 
in the hands of the members, so I do hope Mr. article in your December issue of the B.B.N. union or organisation should be formed to keep I was delighted to get a letter from my old 
It is hoped to continue these notes for Essex 
Alexander will be inundated with suggestions. regarding the Wigan Contest. Firstly, Mr. up fees for all brass band work, and I think it friend, W. Stretch. Thanks for your most kind 
bands and I shall be glad to hear about Ilford 
May I express the hope that the meetings will Mortimer said with regard to the playing that is a good idea." and cheering message, Mr. Stretch. It is to 
St. Johns, Ramham W.M., Braintree Town, 
not be unmindful of the Officials, Executives, he waited a long time before he heard the inner � � � � such grand stalwarts that we owe so much. 
Chelmsfo�d .Brotherhood, Witham Town, Col-
and Bands which have carried the movement i·n parts of ' La Traviata,' and it was not until No. Their spade work in the past brought the ' 
chester, Eppmg Town, Bishops Stortford, Ra.y-
12 B cl 1 d h- h Eel H "ll Mr. WM. RICHARDS, of Scunthorpe, writes : 
1 
h T ur df cl B ' B Scotland through the most critical period of · an P aye , w ic was ge i , that he .. '"' b , Wessex Association into beine:. May you be 
eig own,, vvoo. or oys rigacle, Leyton-
h cl th d h d h . . 
. . my oys band are progressing :finely and have � l B B cl d B its long history. ear em an a no es1tat10n 111 awarclmg spared, friend, to again conduct your village s o.ne oys nga e, an . rentwood Boys' 
fi t · Ed Icrill cl d b 
. been out playing at Xmas which I think you B cl N h b I have J·ust learned that there is every likeli·- rs pnze. ' ge i were con ucte Y thelf .11 band of Berwick St. John at the first Victory 
nga e. ow, w at a out rt secretaries ? Let 
t C d t A f 1 . w1 agree is not bad for eight months' trainine:." th b cl ld k h hood of Clydebank running a quartette contest ama eur on uc or. s ar as so 01sts are con-
� Association Contest. e an wor now w at you are doing and 
in the near future, so I invite them, if the cerned hardly a band played their own, practic- ROBIN Hoot w�tes � .. �e Home Guard I was also gratified to receive a letter from the your future prospe?ts . . I_ :ViH be ?"lad to hear 
information is correct, to send along full parti
.
cu- ally all being borrowed, but Edge Hill's credit S cl D pioneer of the vVessex, Mr. H. C. Paish, now 
of any other bands activities 111 this large area. 
tan own Parade on December 3rd was w 11 I 
lars for publication here. must go to their own men, only the soprano secretary of the Oxford Association. I shall e , 
m, ust. cl.osc for th. e last time this 
1 t b · b f th b cl A h headed by the Nottingham Special Constabulary H hi th Ed t Glasgow Transport held a concert at which P ayer no emg a mem er o e an · not er hope in clue course to send a personal reply, 
ye�r. ere s wis ng e 1 or and my fellow-. t h. h I h Id 1
.
k h d , Band (35 strong) ,  under Inspector Ball ; a very b cl 11 b d h the Manager of 1.he Tramways received the Cup pom. on w ic . s ou i e . ot er rea ers · meanwhile, I do sincerely thank him, and note 
scn es an a an s everyw ere a. Happy and 
tl t I f 1 I creditable performance. !Vlr. E. Tetley, well- p f 1 N y ESS recently won at Edinburgh. They have op11110n is 1e ques 10n o pro ess10.na s. t s.·eems k he is with me with ree:arcl to my suggestion for 
eace u .r ew ear. EXITE. 
t 11 th t th b nown bass player in Nottingham and late of 
� 
strengthened 1.heir ranks by the addition of 0 me persona Y a .e pro. is ecommg a · a war-time committee for the Wessex. � b 1 b T k f 1 Blfmingham Metropolitan ·works, has been NORTH WALE good trombone, fiugel and baritone players, and I ac { num er. a e or mstance t 1e past few appointed Bandmaster of the 20th Company I was in Exeter a few weeks ago, and although S NOTES 
are hard at work.1mder Mr. H. Mileman for next years at Bell� Vu\ and othert
.c�ntestsh
. How Boys' Brigade, and starting from scratch, has outside my area, would like to congratulate the Llangollen Town have had a hectic time since 
season's contests. many pros. ave een seen a mg t ree or done remarkably well to turn out a band of 20 A.T.C. Band that were playing at a parade. the middle of November; and have put in an 
Thanks to Mr. C. Hamill, Secretary of Ren- more bands a� they used to .do, or even one _
? members in only eight practices, for church This is really a fine band in the making. averag� of eight hours .each week-encl (including frew Borough, for his letter, as follows : " Like Bands are rely111g more on .thc�r own con?-uctor s parade on December 3rd. Any boys desiring to I would willingly report any band's doings in travellmg time) prepar111g for 1.he coming B.B.C. 
every other band, H .M. Forces claimed a fair : teachmg and gmdance, which is provll1g success- become good players should contact him at the west if you will only send c/o. B.B.N. at Massed Band programme at Rhos. In addition 
number of our players which depleted the ' ful. Every one has to learn so why not give 10 Broxtowe Street, Sherwood. A grand any 1.ime. Keep me well posted, and I'll do my their services were readily given to the Home 
ranks, but the worst blo� of all was when our 1 your own man a chance ? " opportunity for our future bands." share to keep you " on the map." Guard at t�eir Stand-Down parade at Chirk, 
Bandmaster, the late J .  Peckham, passed away, � � � � Vlith sincere good wishes to our Editor, fellow- also to their local contingent upon returning 
and also his son, w1thm a year of each other. SI.IROPSHIRE LAD writes : " Despite the 
<> scribes, and bandsmen of my area for the home. The band held their final programme for 
The band was allowed to get into a poor state ; contmual call-up of personnel for Military PERSONALS coming year. OBSERVER. 1944 at the Town Hall, on December l 7th and 
through these circumstances, but a few staunch I Service, Sankey's Castle Works still maintain a <> prior to the concert the bandsmen de�ided members persevered and carried on; An good standard of playing in their varied activi- Mr. CHAS. A. COOPER, of Huthwaite, BURY AND DISTRICT again this year to send £1  from their allocation 
interim conductor was elected, Mr. S. Fraser, I ties, which include broadcasting and charity writes : " The B.B.N. has certainly lost none of to each Serving band member in the Forces. 
who has had almost a lifetime in both brass and I concerts of all descriptions. H.ecently a visit its drawing power as an advertaising medium, There has ' not been much doing round here Very sorry, Mr. Roberts, I could not get along 
military bands. Under his leadership the band , was paid to St. Dunstan's and a non-stop pro- judging from the amount of work I have had lately, except for �ilnrow Public who have to the record111g. In any case, for obvious 
are making great strides on the road to recovery. I gramme was given to an audience which de- come in recently, from all parts of the country. played at a dance in the village. Also they reasons I could only . have come " incog." 
This is also clue to the keenness shown by the I mancled the best, and received it . . Arrange- In ' Robin Hood's ' notes of the last issue he were present at the parade on Rem
embrance Rhyl · Silver, havmg obta111ecl the Chief 
band members and the committee. The late mcnts are now rn hand for a return v1s1t m the states that a certain band had made grants to Day at Heywood. . Constable's permission, were out nightly visiting 
Mr. J. Peckham's son, John, w\10 is at present near future . The Birmingham Association two sick members. That certain band was Rochdale H.G., conducted by Mr. Davies, their patrons over Xmas, and were well received · 
in H.M. Forces has been appointed Bandmaster Contest was fully si;ipportecl by an Octette <:ncl IIuthwaite, and the recipients were W. Cooper led the parade of ex-Servicemen on the occasio,n 1 everywhere. Mr. Griffiths has had several letters 
.and will take up his duties whenever he returns four Quartette Parties, the No. 1 party w111nmg (BBb player) and Albert Hunt, a late member, of �he annual church parade at St. Luke s tlus week from their members serving in H.M. 
to civil life hence the term ' interim conductor ' 1 the Quartette Section, and the Octette follow111g who has recently been playing with Teversal Pansh Church. 
I Forces, 1.hankmg the band for the Xmas Gift sent 
regarding irr. S. Fraser. "  I suit in their section. A very p�easing feature Colliery. Both were presented with cheques of The band of the Lancashire Fusiliers also took 1 to each one. They all feel very fit, but natur-
Let me close with sincere good wishes to one [ was the pe�formance of the Jumor Party, who £5 each. That has always been the true band- part 1i; the serv.rce, an<.l on the occasmn of the ally, hopmg for the time when they can return 
and all for a " Guid New Year " with the amply repaid l\'Ir. Yorath for the extra attention ing sp1nt of Huthwa1te Barn!. I was surpnsed Mayor s Procession at H
eywood. to .brass band playing once more. Thanks, l\Ir. 
confident hope that very soon now the great given in being placed 4th in order. �
A full Rob111 Hood didn't mention this. I have been i Royal Air Force Band and Heywood Old Gnffi.ths, for your good wishes, which I heartily 
news we so much desire will be forthcomin". schedule of events to keep up the rnteresc of the asked by Mr. Albert Hunt, for whom ihe Sutton too
k part 111 the parade. reciprocate, and I ]0111 you in wishing the 
In the meantime all shoulders to the wheel fir members is in preparation and a.hearty welcome 1 Quartcttc and .Duet. Contest was organis.ed (as 1 A Happy New Ye�r to the Editor and all Editor and his Staff a Bright and Victorious 
the final push is extended to any progressive mmcled bandsman a result of wh
ich £38 was handed Lo hun) to readers, and may 1940 sec the encl of the war. New Year, also to every reader of the B.B.N. · 
BEN LOMOND. : who would like to participate." thank all competitors, organisers, and all who I WELL-vVISHER. DAFYDD. 
• 
• 
• 
4 
• 
WILLIAM RIMMER 
MEMORIAL FUND 
The Hon . Treasurers, Messrs. \/\'right & 
Round, have pleasure in acknowledging receipt, 
w1lh thanks, of the following donations :-
Mr. W. Grain, Great Glen £1 1 0 
Mr. \V. Coleman, Oadby O 5 0 
l\Ir. J .  H .  Bettridge, · 
Kidderminster 
Mr. E. Rimmer, Heswall 
0 
0 5 
£ 1  1 :3 
G 
0 
6 
ALEXANDER OWEN 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Messrs . \'hight & Round, Hon. Treasurers, 
beg to acknowledge receipt, with thanks, of the 
following donations :-
Mr. R. Yarwood, Xorthwich . . £0 5 0 
Mr. A. E .  Smith, I\:ingswood 
Evangel Band, Bristol 
Mr. G. Etheridge, Rochdale 
Mrs. Harold Moss, Creswell 
0 1 0  
0 5 
0 G 
£ 1  G 
PRELil\IINARY EXAMIN'ATIONS 
6 
0 
0 
The Governing Council of the A.0 .1\I.F. are 
desirous of promoting more interest throughout 
the Empire, and it is their desire that PRE­
LIMINARY EXAMINATIONS be held under their 
ruling and super...- ision. They feel ihat the 
various BRASS BAND ASSOCIATIONS could be 
very helpful, candidates could be secured in the 
areas, and examinations held, the examiners 
being competent musicians as with the examina­
tions in the past. 
The Council would be glad to hear from any 
tha,t are interested and to supply particulars as 
to requirements. 
It is understood that these would only be 
P1rnLi�nNARY and ihat the FINALS for the 
Scholarship would be held annually in Man­
chester, unless it 'Nas found necessary to hold 
them elsewhere alternatelv. This means that 
the candidate at the Preliminary examination 
with the highest number of marks would be 
eligible for ihe FINAL. 
ALL CORRESPONDENCE should be ad.dressed to 
the Secretary, Mr. J. Clarkson, 3 Brereton Drive, 
\Vorsley, Manchester. 
* * 
The Council would also like to record their 
thanks to i\frs. Whitwam and . family for the 
RAMSDEN \VHITWAM MEMIJRIAL CuP, and to 
Mr. S. H. Thomas of Baxendalcs for the SILVEH 
CHALLENGE CUP. 
----0--�-
HAR TLEP O O L & DISTRICT 
News is rather scarce in this district at the 
moment, but I expect all · iJands have been 
preparing for their Xmas rbltnds. 
I was at my radio on Sunday afternoon, 
December l Oth, to hear the 2nd part of the 
Massed Band Concert from ' the City Hall, 
Newcastle, and it came through splendid and the 
four bands, Blackhall, Crookhall, Harton and 
Swan & Hunter's responded well to Mr. H .  
Mortimer, who was the guest Conductor ; the 
takings were £G50. · 
Blackhall Colliery were making records o_n 
December 1 6th, which will be reproduced on 
the Forces programme before these notes are in 
print. 
Thornley Colliery and Easingfon N . F. S .  have 
had an audition with the B.B.C., but l have not 
heard if they have passed or not. 
Horden Colliery are i n  good form. 
I hear there is likely to be a good entry for 
the l\lay Belle Vue Contest from Durham in 
1 045, COAST GUARD. 
----0 --
B RIST 0 L DISTRICT 
BRADFORD AND DISTRICT 
The death took place recently of Mr. Thomas 
Scatliffe, who was soprano player for Black Dyke 
Band from 1 896 to 1 9 1 2--one of the most 
successful periods of the band's career. A quiel 
and unassuming gentlemen, Mr. Scatliffe was 
most respected by all who knew him . He was 
happy when giving words of encouragement to 
those who followed him at Dyke on the soprano, 
for, modest as he was, he realised fully the pace 
he had set. His name and memory will always 
be honoured at Dyke. 
Salis (Saltaire) Ltd.,  held a very i nteresting 
concert and social in their bandroom. on Wed­
nesday evening, December 1 3th. Many sup­
porters were present and Mr. Tom Atkinson of 
Bradford was the guest conductor. 
Glad to report that Mr. Harold Pinches who 
has been very ill in hospital, is now making good 
progress towards recovery. Vl'hat a great 
player Harold has been in his time, especially 
when he was solo cornet for Dyke ; such range 
and tone is seldom heard nowadavs. 
The Yorkshire Championship Contest is going 
to be held in Lister Park, Bradford, next June. 
This should revive memories among older bands­
men in the district, as years ago an annual 
contest used to be held in Lister Park, which 
brought most of the crack bands to compete for 
the Masham Cup. 
Bradford Victoria Boys are corning along 
splendidly. Their recent visit to Skipton was 
very successful-now I hear that Skipton is to 
have a boys' band. 
The contest for the Boys' Band Champion­
ship to be held at Leicester on Easter Monday is 
splendid news, and I hope it will be well sup­
ported from this district. Black Dyke Juniors, 
Bradford Victoria Boys' and Wilsdcn School 
Institute should get cracking. 
Canal Ironworks have a fine Scptette Party, 
much in demand at Red Cross Concerts, etc. 
The band are still haYing good and enthusiastic 
rehearsals and Mr. Collison is looking forward to 
contesting again . 
ln conclusion, may I wish ihe Editor, Staff 
and all my bandsmen friends Victory, Success 
and Happiness during the Coming Year. 
AVENU E .  
---- �>-----
BIRMI�G HAM & DISTRICT 
A Happy New Year to you, Mr. Editor, your 
Staff, fellow-scribes, and bandsmen everywhere, 
and may the New Year bring with it Peace and 
Good will lo all. 
How many bands have thought about the 
relurn of their fellow comrades and how they 
will welcome them back to their ranks ? Get 
to work as soon as you can, think out some 
ideas to give them a hearty welcome, I know it 
will take money to give them a real good time, 
but can't you spare a little out of your Xmas 
collections to help in the cause ? Think it over. 
The Association Contest hel<l. on December 
9th was a huge success as far as entries were 
concerned, arid the committee ought to con­
gratulate themselves on the support they 
received. I must congratulate Sankey's on 
their outstanding performances i n  both the 
Quartette and Octette Sections. Without a 
doubt they stood alone, showing that class will 
predominate every time. The competing bands 
acted like good sports when they allowed 
Banwell Silver io play in the Quartette �on­
test after this Section had been closed and 
another Section starlc-d . Hanwell, ·who dre·w a 
late turn were actually at the draw, stayed and 
listened to six or seven parties play, then went 
away to rehearse, and through a few parties 
withdrawing at the last moment to catch their 
train home, Hanwell arrived after the Section 
was closed, and in my opinion, the competing 
bands treated them very well indeed in allowing 
them io play after the other Section finished. 
Fisher & Ludlow's inspired by their success 
at the Association Contest have entered for the 
Championship Quartette Contest at Oxford in 
January, and I can assure you that they will 
carry with them a great amount of confidence. 
On a note of great enthusiasm we enter yet Here's wishing you the best of luck in your 
another war year-we all hope the last-with a task. Now that the Home Guard have been 
supreme and outstanding effm::t to attract first. slood down, proposals have been put before the 
class bands to Bristol on February l Oth, I say management of the firm by the band committee 
bands, because there are enough events to which, if accepted, should enable them to 
ensure every ni.ernber a show i� one section or continue their activities as a works band . 
another : J unior Solo, Air Varie, Duet, Quar- Langley, put up a very fair show at the 
tettes (two sections) and. Octctte . I must Quartcttc Contest, and I was very much sur­
especially point out that over £GO in cash is prised 1.hey were out of the cash. 
offered ; the Open Quartette and Octette have Amington, with their genial Conductor, 
a prize list much bigger than many full band Roland Davis, had a nice contribution in the 
contests ; with se.-en cups and many medals, Junior Solo Contest, but Betty Anderson was 
this is the biggest effort ever to be staged in the much too good for the opposition against her, 
west outside of a full band contest. and won very easily, equalling that feat of 
The promoters, Bristol St: J ohn Ambulance young \Vashburn of \Vest Bromwich i n  winning 
Silver Band, have a secretary of much drive and this competition two years in succession. I n  
initiative in M r .  A .  E .  Allen, and in a letter to this Section there was another very promising 
me he states that they are not offering these big player on the cornet from Sankey's Junior 
· cash prizes to belittle the efforts of other pro- Band, and in my opinion this boy Tony should 
molers, the sole purpose being to altarct the be persevered with. 
country's best bands for the benefit and instruc- City of Coventry have entered for the Brass 
iion of our local bands, some of whom, no doubt, Cl1ampionship Quartet.te Competition to be 
will form an opposition which must not be held at Oxford. Their party will be conducted 
taken lightly by any band, for I know r nch as by Mr. Harry Heyes. They are also hoping to 
Bristol Aero 'Norks, Kingswood Evangel, Fish- attend Leicester and Bradford Contests. 
ponds B . L . ,  will welcome the " belter " bands Arrangements are well in hand for a Massed 
whom we hope will come. Concert between Fairey Aviation \Vorks and 
The Bristol Co-op. has a nUihber of officers this band i n  Coventry on a Sunday afternoon 
who are keenly interested in band matters, one i n  the new year. Mr. Benueit is also hoping 
especially, Corps Officer H. T. Jefferies, has to stage a concert by the two bands in a Midland 
given a cup, three medals, and cash, an<l. who town on the previous evening. If any Midland 
gaYe a cup to the j unior winner last year (Tony enthusiast can suggest a suitable hall seating 
Sims ) . I should add that the Cossham Hospital ahout 2,000 persons for the Saturday evening, 
Sports Committee and their great organiser, he would be pleased to hear about it. 
)fr. B .  Brown, O . B . E . ,  are assisting the Ambu- News this month is very scarce, but I take 
lance committee and have promised to find all this opportunity of thanking most sincerely all 
expenses of the contest-aboul £100.  There those bands that have loyally supported our 
should. be every confidence in the j udges, Mr. efforts during the past year wilh their monthly 
J .  A. Greenwood and Mr. Eric Ball. Mr. Green- contributions to our Birmingham Notes, and 
wood we all know without · any further wor<l.s trust they will continue to spread the light 
from me, but this will be a first visit from Mr. during the coming year . OLD BRUM. 
Ball, who is the brilliant Conductor, composer, �----
and arranger, lately connected with the highest WORCESTERSHIRE NOTES circles of Salvation Army music. \Ve offer him 
a welcome to the \Vest. See Advert. on page 
2 for further details. 
I have heard nothing of Albion Dockyard 
lately, I hope they are still active under their 
new Conductor, Mr. Davies. A word from Hon . 
Secretary " Mick " Softley would be appre­
ciated and duly noted. 
A letter from a friend in Devonshire gives 
news of band matters in that county. Although 
hardly coming under Bristol I must mentio!1 
the activities of Mr. R. H. Penrose, who rs 
consultant and tutor (Brass Band Dept. ) ,  Devon 
County Education Authority. He is doing 
great work for the your1g player rr: w�at has 
been a backward county m band affairs hitherto; 
the most recent bands are Okehampton Town 
and Cullompton Town, both of whom will 
receive an influx of well-trained youths to fill 
vacancies. Okehampton are now conducted by 
Mr. Bird, who has filled the breach admirably. 
Cullompton have Mr. Rutley, son of the late 
B.M.,  to guide their future m the same spmt. 
Mr. Penrose, whose address is 45 Magdalen 
Road Exeter would be pleased to answer any 
inqu�ies. ' WESTERN BOOM. 
I would like to wish the Editor, Staff, and 
correspondents to the B.B.N.  a Happy and 
Prosperous New Year. 
Recently I saw a photo of Kidderminster 
Silver, about 1 8  boys under lG,  and Mr. Bettridge 
B.M. I understand that the latter's Xmas 
Draw was the best for years . 
I had a happy time at the Contest in Digbeth 
Institute and desire to congratulat6 the Birming­
ham Band Association upon their initiative; and 
the way the Contest was carried through. I had 
a chat with quite a lot of people and heard of 
the difficulty of keeping a band going these 
days. I was glad to see Cradley XLCR present, 
although they did not play the two parties 
entered, owing to sickness ; one or two others 
were in the same boat. Mr. Crump, of West 
Bromwich, told me the early date of the contest 
had taken them by surprise ; had it been Febru­
ary or March they could have entered for it. 
Droitwich TocH. invited the S.A. Band to 
conduct the service which they hold every 
Sunday night at their canteen for the Forces. 
(Band leader, C. Bourne. )  
HONOUR BRIGHT. 
\iVRIGHT AND RouNn's BRASS BAND NEws. 
SHEFFIELD & DISTRICT NORTH STAFFS. DISTRICT CONTEST RESULT 
I am greatly obliged to Mr. J. T. Dyson, the Compliments of the season to the Editor 
· l:HRi\H �GHAM & DISTRICT AMATEUlt ambitious and capable Bandmaster of Darnall Staff, fellow-scribes and bandsmen everywhere'. BAND S '  ASSOCIATlON, December 9th. Solo \V.M.C. Band for his long letter of news which Al the s
. 
tand Down Parade of the IIome 
for boys or girls under 1 6  years of age : ht, reacbe<l. me rather too late for inclusion in last G d h Miss Bett A d (L · ) uar , w ich was held recently, ihe following 
Y n erson e1cester ; 2nd, Master month's issue of the B.B.N. I also appreciate bands took part : Hanley, Longton and New-
Edg:ar Davies (Coleshill) ; 3rd, ]\.faster Gordon his friendly appreciation. The band, I should castle Tlie · h ' V'h1tehall (Covcntr,·) S · 1 
· 
f b ' ·  · Y were m c arge of their respective ·v . J . pecia pnze or est say, is the most progressive one in the immediate Bandmasters.  performance m this section under 1 3  years of district. Band rehearse regularly, with good Tunstall H.G. did not attend the parade age. : Master Tony Sims (Radstock) .  29 com­attendances, on Sunday morning and \Vednes- because of some members of ihe band having petitors . Open Quartette : lst, Sankey's Castle day . evenings, some of the members making to attend to their employment. The band, 
'Norks, No. 1 (C. Yorath) ; 2nd, Fisher & sacrifices to attend. Good spirit. Many engage- �ow disconnected from the Home Guard, are Ludlow H.G.,  �o. 1 .  (G. Allen) ; 3rd, Fisher & ments have been fulfilled lately (giving popular iehearsmg as the Stoke-on-Trent Military Band, Ludlow H.G.,  No. 2 (G. Allen) ; 4th, Hanwell items of various music ) ,  parades, charitable iheir
.
na�e before the war. They have acquired 
Silver (G. Turner) ; 5th, Langley Silver B. o?jec�s, etc. ,  proving a favourite musical corn- othe1 premises for ;rehearsals, which arc well (H. Stubbs) ; Gth, . Bulkington Silver A (T. bmatron of the East End ; and, socially, the attended. Mr. G. Kirkham is the Conductor. Locke ) . 27 competitors. Open Octette · l::;t bandsrnen arc met with the hail fellow, well met In referen.ce to the statements made by l\Ir. Sankey's Castle Works (C. Yorath) ; 2nd, Fishe� spirit ! Mr. Dyson, always enterprising, has Harry l\fortrmer (re leliers which appeared in and Ludlow H.G. (G. Allen) ; 3rd, Langley commenced a Junior class of boys-some 1 5  last month's issue of B.B.N. by Dick 0, Tims Silver (H. Stubbs) .  4 competitors. �\clj udi­being already enrolled-and Mr. Dyson is a
. 
nd Mr. G. Ramsden) concerning same, I, bei· nir cator : Mr. D .  Aspinall. finding the lads keen an<l. anxious to make <.m • d � . experience bandsman, am of the same ----��--progress. An excellent inception, Mr. Dyson. opm1on as Mr. Mortimer. Wilh regard to what MANCHESTER &: DISTRICT May you have success wilh the young ideas, M.r. �orbmer . says about contestinf! being an you deserve it ! esse t l t h � E 1 n ra par m t e life of a brass band J am ar Y in Lhe New Year the Council of the Manvers Main are putting the house in order ol the opinion that that statement als� is in Alex Owen Memorial Scholarship will be holdino and advertising for players and a Bandmaster. ord.er, because contesting creates a great amount an examination, so now is 1.he time to rnak� Mr. A. Yates must liave given up, I opine. He of mterest amongst the members of the band. preparation for this event. You can't roam was a smart, up-to-date musician. Sorry to In reply to Drck-.o'-Tirns' last query, 1·t 1· s orily about these cold · l t b t lose touch with him, should esteem a few lines 1 0  - . mg i s, u you can enjo\· 
from him. 
years ago smce Foden's Band won the yourself wrth Y.our instrument and theory ; as 
B 
Championship Contest at Crystal Palace, Lor;.- soon as your lips tire a litt.le, concentrate on rodsworth adverlise similarly. Again, "-hat don. ln my op1mon, Mr. Harry Mortimer is a trymg to make simple what seems difficult. has become of my good old friend Mr. Vv. Park, great asset to the Brass Band Movement. It 1s what we remember t.hat educalc.:; us. lat
d
e B.M.,  who was in earlier days the unique, Burslem Imperial are having good rehearsn.ls ! would like to mention an experience r an most competent virtuoso Eb bass player ? under their new Conductor, Mr. E .  \H_ Cotteri"ll enioved o · D · A wonderful executant withal. 'Nell I rcmcm- 1 ' · ' ne evemng. roppmg into a band . ate. of Newcastle H.G.,  l\1r. J .  Andre""S lia"i. ng' room I heard tl1at the solo cornet t ber his band (winninir first prize at Rawmarsh " ' · was no � resigned the position. A learners' class has comma The bandmaster an · t t Contest) under his conductorship, gi-..·inf! a b "' '  • xious o g c  a 
b .1r " 
. een started some weeks ago. Mr . J .  Garner move one, was a bit " windy " of the second n 1ant and ilu·illing performance of " Liszt " is the secretary. players, but on . starting "·as pleasantly sur-(W. & R. ) ,  which positively electrified the large Hanley and �ewcastle bands have officiated pnscd to find thmgs m.oving almost as of yore. audience assembled. Music, music all the way. at efforts organised by the local Home Guard. Aftenvards, prarsmg !us discoveries, both told Under W. Badrick's leadership Carlton Main Sergt. Hughes and Mr. R. A. Heywood conducted him to blame the " Joy Books " and " Complete maintain their first-class status, especially on The bands gave good programmes. Method, " as that was how they got hold of theii· the radio recently. A finely balanced band, CORNETTO. solo experience. And, unless I am mistaken 
I have, at present, no fresh news of Rake-1Nell sn ilar benefits and experience ready for 1.hc• '\, 
well led. 
I ----�----
they are not the only ones who arc gcttin; 
but I know that Mr. L. Barker has the indomit- EAST RIDING NOTES trrne when they wrll be the onlv solution of � able spirit ; will continue to do whatever is some awkward situation .  · 
possible to kee� ihe band up to the high stand- I I OYerheard a little conversation recently }lanchester Civil Defence have come through .. ard of h1s
.
amb1tions. I must say that he is a amon�st a �ew bandsmen and was quite inter- rough waters and now all is calm. Their ' solo supenor type of B .:J.1 . . . able to express himself csted m their topics. One of them suggested a cornets now are Messrs. \V. Collinson, J .  Butler mtclhgently and convmcmgly to his band, a revival 0£ ihe East Riding and N. Lincolnshire and S. Saxon. It is hoped these gentlemen 
somewhat rare quality, I, find, amongst many Rand Association. Another one thought it will settle down with the band as they are a local, near and far, B.M. s, who are otherwise was a good rdea so t!1at they could have such valuable assel. There are some »acancics and 
good men. And, if I may say so, it would be selections as vV. & R.'s " Weber, "  " Maritana " players will be welcomed. 
much better for all concerned
. 
if some of these etc., as test-pieces. He said there was som�- Mr. L�s Harper' s  Boys' Band recently gaYe 
B.M.'s would take some pains to cultivate better thing in them to test the merits of the bands an auditron at the B.B.C. Studio and I hear 
diction ; but avoiding affectation and high- and I thought he ·was quite right ; he als� Mr. Harry Mortimer has passed them. These 
brow talk (pedantry),  g1vmg lessons and m- suggested for the second section bands such boy.s have practised hard in the j oys of antici­structions fluently, but simplY,'. not shyly, so pieces as " Songs of Scotland " and " Songs of pahon ;. now they . will play wilh tlrn j oys .of that , the players . understand. Indeed some England, "  etc., also by Vv. & R. ; pieces, he said, reahsatron, and their first broadcast will  be one B.M. s (pood .mus1.c1ans, I know) are so mcohcrcnt that were worth listening to by the public, and of their sweetest memories. The B . B.C. should and almost marbculatc that the players under I thought he was right. Why not revive it, do all in their power to encoura.,.e our band 
them do hot give them the respect they deserve Ba ndsmcri ? Anather discussion was as 1.o who boys. The brass instrumentalists" of all our 
and have very l ittle confidence in them. Not had been Champion Soloist of Lincolnshire ? orchestras were trained in hrass bands. 
convincing in expression. This is where the One said he remembered Mr. R. Smith winning' BlacklcY: H.G. have richly enjoyed their 
cultured professionals score-being possessed of it at Lincoln, and W. Blackburn of Barton rehearsals m the past . . They will keep going by the ability to use the correct musical terms and Cycle \Vorks at Cleethorpes. Can any of my the request of the public who will support them. 
teach interestingly, gaining full confidence of readers enlighten me further ? Also who won They are now called Blackley Public. 
their pupils. It is an asset not to be treated of the Championship played for at Scunthorpe Barton Hall Works, since Mr. E .  Bradshaw 
small importance-as many are apt to do-and j ust lately ? I shall be pleased to hear also took them in hand, have made wonderful 
is not " showing off," as some are apt to imagine. who was the judge, and who was the judrre at progress. I hope we shall have the pleasure of 
I write from experience, and if what I have Scotter recently ? 
0 
hearing them on the air. 
written i s  �onsidered by a few to be a diatribe Dri:ffield Town arc having rehearsals occasion- Sal�ord A� Ra!d Wardens' Corps are still 
on some B.M.'s I c�n earnestly ass:ure .the .few ally to keep ready for the lads returning home. carrymg on m spite of the present difficultie.,, 
that I have .only their future well-bemg m mmd. Hull \Vaterloo Silver are keeping very quiet through the drop in personnel in Civil Defence. Knowledge is power, true, but we must find the lately. Send on a few lines, Mr. Secretary. They are full of ambition and mean to be om• 
best and shortest way to use that power to \Vest Hull Excelsior Silver : Vcrv quiet ; can of the best bands in Salford . 
mutual advantage, so to say, and effectually. get no news of them. 
-
It is good newoi to know that \Vindsor I nstitu t}. 
• 
I h;tve. known good positions lost, on test, by Co�tingham Sil'-'.er are .one of the most pro- Band are contemplating restartina- some ti� ....... potentially good conductors and teachers by gress1ve bands m the district accordincr to a in the New Year. 
"' 
· ,\. 
reason of their l�ck of verbal musical expression r�port received from the secretary, Mr. J�ckson. .cross Lane H.G. recently headed a parade /"' and-deportment ! Smee the commencement of hostilities the band with Mr. A. Donelly as Bandmaster. He ha:; 
Dannemora go steadily forward under Mr. has collected over £ 1 20 for the Comforts Fund. taken over to make them a credit to the districL 
H. Barker. Little Joan Hind, one of Mr. B. 's  They also engaged Black Dyke for two concerts A. V. Roes Aviation are. in good form, giving 
1 0  year old pupils, is framing nicely and does a and had packed houses. Their deputv-B.M.,  good concerts at their vanous works which are 
" wee " bit of starring. Mr. P. Fcarnley, of Mr. Stephenson, has a good class of learners greatly enjoyed. . . They recently invited 5� 
Creswell Band-singer, as well as cornetist- and they are giving every satisfaction and will Bntish and American wounded soldiers to dinner 
has performed at functions with his voice, soon be ready for the senior band. They headed and entertainment at Chadderton Worlrn, which 
accompanied by. the Dannemora Band, proving the local Armistice Parade on November 5th, was a gr.eat success. They arc at full strength 
himself a n  arlistic vocalist as well as a player. when the J uniors made their first appearance and havmg �ood rehearsals ; are hoping to de 
Carlton Main Quartette keep up their win- with the band and gave every satisfaction. more contestmg dunng the corning season. 
ning ways by being awarded first prize at a The band a.re looking forward to running their Moston Colliery : There is a lack of that hail­
recent . contest in the near district. Closely Annual Contest in the near future . They are fellow-well-met at rehearsals, and late starts ; 
followed by the undaunted Three " H " parties having good altendances at all rehearsals and the best of conductors can do little with half­
of the vicinity who give the leaders always a also have a very good bank balance towards a hearted bands. 
run for their money ! new set of instruments. A very good report, \Vhitworth & Annstrongs : All rehear:;al!,, 
Meersbrook Brass are still going strong and Mr. Jackson, send on further news each month. are well attended, they are always ready for 
at time of writing, a re preparing to visit their Barton Town Silver, under l'llr. Thompson, Mr. Dooley, who has worked wonders with them. 
subscribers at Xmas, after a good year. headed the procession of the Home Guard on Trafford H.G. will now be known as the 
A good muster of Service bands, and local Sunday, December 3rd, and I thought they Trafford Park Traders' Band. They arc havinp: 
H .G .  ba.nds attended the Stand-Down of Home played very well indeed on the march. Sen<l. eni oyable rehearsals under their respected 
Guards, with a good leavening of ihe district on a Iew lines, Mr. Secretary. Conduclor, l\lr. F. V. Forman. 
brass bandsmen. New Holland Silver are progressing favour- Strctford Boro are now having good rehearsab. 
Now. is the time for most of our dislrict bands ably under their new bandmaster, Mr. Horatius under their new Bandmaster, Mr. E .  Hughes,. 
to " Stand Up " once more ; for many of the Pickard, who has ha<l. a varied experience. I and good progress is being made. 
men-temporarily with these Service bands- believe he was one of the cornet players of the Sapper Wray writes : " My son Kenneth iS. 
are eager)y waiting re-enrolment with the old Barton Excelsior when they won the East Riding entering the Royal Mancheste"r College of Music 
firms. So, · I say, to use a Yank phrase, get and North Lincolnshire Championship, with }fr. for three years, under :i\Ir. S. Holt, foi· troml>onc 
cracking before the players are absorbed into R. Smith as Bandmaster and solo cornet. Is lessons, also piano and theory. " I wish hiLii. 
the " foreign " bands. Strike whilst the iron this so, Mr. Pickard ? Send on a few lines, success. 
is hot I ME.NTOl{. Mr. Secretary. I wish you every success. .Flixton and Urmston Public started some 
----� Compliments of the season to the Editor, months ago a scheme to raise £500 to buy uni-
HUDDERSFIELD NOTES Staff, and all the bands and secretaries in my forms, new mstruments, an<l. music. The 
district, may they all have a prosperous year. scheme is now ·well under way, and the result-· 
The Marsden Musical I nstitute are to be con­
gratulated · on their initiative in promoting a 
Slow Melody Contest for the members of the 
two Marsden Band:;. Held in the Institute 
Pavilion, on Sunday, December lOih, it proved 
a most enj oyable affair. Miss Sylvia England 
(trumpet) ,  of the Marsden Senior School Band, 
proved the winner in both sections-under 1 4  
years old, a n d  over 1 4  years old. Master 
Brian Short (baritone) of the Marsden Senior 
School, was 2nd in ihe Junior Section, and 
Master Rex Bamfonh (cornet) of the Marsden 
1\1. I .  Band third, with Master Keith Boothroyd, 
Senior School (horn) ,  4th in order of merit. I n  
the over 1 4  years Section, Master Derek Noble 
(cornet) ,  and Master Wm. Kewley (euphonium ) ,  
both o f  the Marsden Senior School Band, were 
second and third, respectively, to Miss England's 
first. A silver medal for the under 14 class, 
and one for the over 14 class, was presented by 
Mr. Tom Eastwood, and both were awarded 
to Miss England. Master Randel Atkinson 
(Eb bass) ·was awarded a ·cup as being the best 
competitor in the Marsden M . I .  Band. Mr. 
Percy Sykes, an experienced cornet soloist in 
the once famous Slaithwaite Band., was the 
adjudicator, and his decisions proved his fitness 
for the j ob .  . . 
A similar contest is to take place early m the 
New Year. On this occasion a cup will be 
awarded to the best player in the Marsden 
Senior School Band. 
I nter-Slow Melody Contests have been held 
in the Holme Valley on a few occasions, but no 
one seems to trouble to report on them. There 
i s  still time for Slaithwaite, Linthwaite, Scape 
Goat Hill, Grange Moor, Flockton, and other 
local bands to get to know each other by these 
means. 
Lindley are not in the news of late. Seeing 
that the band is composed of young players it 
might be possible to arrange a similar Slow 
Melody Contest with the Marsden Senior School 
bovs and girls. What say you, Mr. Wadsworth? - OLD CONTESTOR. 
AN:OAXTE. up to. date show what keen interest the public 
----·�---- take m the�r work. They propose also running 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE NOTES money-makmg schemes such as socials, whist dnves and concerts, and will also be holding 
their annual concert in early part of the New· 
Year. First 0£ all I must apologise fl'.>r the absence 
of my notes last month, dne to business pressure. 
�ow to begin with I will deal with Association 
affairs. Since the Association annual meeting 
I u n<l.erstand that the Treasurer and Contest 
Organiser (Mr. F. J .  Beckingham) has gone into 
the Army and I am afraid his going will be a 
great loss to the Association. 
\Vith regard to the proposed Quartette Con­
test, due to be held on February 3rd, Mr. Durn 
tells me that he is calling a meeting of the 
Contest Committee early in the New Year with 
a view to carrying on ihe Contest as previously 
arranged. I am sure the Association will do 
all they can to carry on the good work during 
l\'Ir. Beckingham's absence, and I am confident 
that he (Mr. Beckingham ) would wish it. By 
the way this makes a quintette of brothers in 
H.M. Forces, the only one remaining being 
Mr. G. Beckingham, the Conductor of No. 1 8 1  
A.T.C. 
Rumour has it, that the Gloucester \'\'agon 
\Vorks Band is to be revived. Is this correct ? 
Please drop me a line per the B.B.N. ,  :Mr. 
Secretary. 
It was with pleasure that I read of the 1 8 1  
(Sir Thos. Richie) A.T.C. Band supplying the 
music for an important A.T.C. function at 
Bristol on a recent Saturday afternoon. They 
played the R.A.F. March Past and other items 
and gave quite a good account of themselves. 
Tytherington are progressing very favourably 
under Mr. 0. \Villiams. 
Parnalls Aircraft. : I u nderstand there is a 
possibility of this band starting up again, and 
that Mr. J. Davis is back again with them. 
Should like some news from you, Mr. Secretary. 
May I, in conclusion, wish you all a Happy 
New Year and a return to Peace. 
WESTERN STAR. 
I wish the Editor, his Staff, and fellow bands­
men a Peaceful, Prosperous, and b est of New 
Years. NOVICE. 
:fBras.s l3anb <tonte.sts 
LEI CEST E R. 
The Leicester Band Festival will be held on 
East.er Monday, April 2nd, 1 94.5.  Three Sec­
tions. Championship Section .  Test-piece 
" Liszt" (W. & R. )  First prize £50, second £30, 
third £15, fourth £8. Also engagements for the 
first two prize bands at a fee of £,W plus travel­
ling .expenses, m addition to the usual trophies. Section 2 .  Open t o  a U  bands not of Champion­
ship Class (no band will be allowed to play in 
more than one section) .  Test-piece " La 
Traviata " (W. & R. ) .  First prize £20, second 
£ 1 5, thrrd £ 1 0, four�h £5. Also a probable 
engagement for first pnze band. Seclion 3 : Open 
to all bands whose members are under the age of 
1 8  on the day of Contest. Details later. 
Secretary, Mr. C. A. ANDERSOX, 8 Wanlip 
Avenue, Birstall, Leicester. 
W H ITE F I E LD. 
PRELIMINARY NOTICE 
The Alexander Owen Brass Band Festival 
promoted by Besses-o'-th'-Barn Band, will � 
held on July 28th. Further particulars later. 
Secretary, Mr. F. COWBURN 1 Mather­
Avenue, \'\'hitefield, nr. Manchester'. 
Printed by " Daily Post " Printers, and Published bY' 
\VRIGIIT & ROUND (Proprietor, A. J. Mellor), at 
No. 34 Erskine Street, in the City of Liverpool. 
to which all Communications for the Editor are 
requested to be addressed. 
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